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United Grinding offers dozens of machines from eight 
brands, each with their own history, culture, and markets  



How do we capitalize on United Grinding’s broad technical 
knowledge, while making it easy for diverse web visitors to 

find the right information and engage?



Visually divide the brands into product 
categories, using space, iconic images, and color



Offer multiple entry points that address 
different perceptions and needs
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Within a given product type, the side bar uses that 
group’s color and shows that group’s news, events, 

etc.
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A sure way to make the site “sticky” for this 
audience is to include things like case studies and 

applications examples
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A frequent news feed is another way to 
engage customers and prospects
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The site supported United Grinding’s seminar 
series, trade shows, etc. and offered previous 

webinars in an archive
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A fun webinar listing from a jolly 
December



Sections like “Contacts,” “Service,” and 
“Parts” kept the product divisions clear
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The results? 

• Over 600 unique visitors per day (in a 
niche business in which prospective 
customers number in the low 
thousands)

• Top 3 positions in Google for all key 
search terms

• Decreased cost-per-inquiry and enabled 
35% cut in advertising while boosting 
sales to record levels


